The traditional exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) chart is one of the most popular control charts used in practice today. The in-control robustness is the key to the proper design and implementation of any control chart, lack of which can render its out-of-control shift detection capability almost meaningless. To this end, Borror, Montgomery and Runger [5;
Introduction
The traditional exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) chart introduced by Roberts [12] is one of the most popular control charts used in practice today in a diverse number of settings and applications. The EWMA chart is simple to implement and has been recognized to be more effective than the Shewhart chart for detecting small shifts. Now, the in-control robustness is the key to the proper design and implementation of any control chart, lack of which can render its out-of-control shift detection capability almost meaningless. This is why we focus on the in-control robustness of the traditional EWMA chart in this paper. BMR [5] showed that the in-control average run-length (ARL) of the Shewhart individuals chart is very sensitive to the normality assumption and the chart's in-control performance is significantly deteriorated otherwise. Consequently, based on their study on a number of gamma and t-distributions, they recommended using a properly designed EWMA chart when there is a concern about the assumption of normality. The EWMA chart contains the Shewhart chart as a special case and it has been shown to pick-up smaller shifts better (the EWMA statistic has some optimality properties as a forecast tool for an IMA(1,1) process), and as a result the EWMA chart has been applied in a variety of situations. More recently, Stoumbos et al. [16] and Testik et al. [17] studied the robustness of the EWMA chart in the multivariate case, Maravelakis et al. [9] studied the robustness of EWMA charts for monitoring the variance; and Apley et al. [3] studied EWMA charts for auto-correlated data with model uncertainty. The EWMA chart appears to enjoy widespread popularity in practice, even in applications where not much is known about the underlying process distribution, as its robustness (to non-normality) is either assumed or taken for granted based on the findings of BMR [5] . Montgomery [10, p. 413] , for example, states that "It (the EWMA) is almost a perfectly nonparametric (distributionfree) procedure."
Against this backdrop, we further investigate the robustness of the EWMA chart in a more thorough study in order to get more insight into its in-control performance for non-normal univariate individuals data. The in-control performance is the key to the correct implementation of a control chart.
Unless the in-control performance of a chart is stable and robust, is clearly understood and known, its use and effectiveness can be limited and in fact can be misleading in the realm of detecting shifts. A robust statistical procedure, as described by Balakrishnan et al. [4, p. 7299 ] is a procedure that performs well not only under ideal conditions (under which it is designed and proposed) but also under departures from the ideal. In the same spirit, a control chart is robust if its in-control run-length distribution remains stable (unchanged, or nearly unchanged) when the underlying distributional assumption(s) (normality, for example) are violated (see e.g., [13] ).
BMR [5] used a Markov chain approach (see e.g. [6] ) and the steady-state control limits to investigate the in-control ARL of the traditional EWMA chart for the mean assuming that the population mean and variance are both known (so-called Case K) in case of some gamma and t-distributions for selected values of the chart's design parameters, l and L. We investigate the robustness of the traditional EWMA chart in a much larger study involving many more factors than in BMR. First, we use a much larger set of distributions (sixteen; discussed later) that includes the ones used in BMR. Second, we study the performance of the EWMA chart using both steady-state control limits and the exact control limits using intensive computer simulations. The exact time-varying control limits that gradually widen are of interest because they improve the sensitivity of the EWMA chart to mean shifts that occur early. It may be noted that our simulation results match very well with the results in BMR [5] for the subset of distributions considered by them. Third, unlike in BMR where the ARL is used as the sole performance measure, we examine the in-control run-length distribution and because the run-length distribution is skewed (to the right) to make an overall assessment, we also look at other measures such as the standard deviation of the run-length (SDRL) as well as some percentiles, such as the median (denoted MDRL), the two quartiles as well as some (tail) extreme percentiles, which provide valuable information about the performance of a control chart. This has been recommended by several authors (see, for example, [7] , [11] and [18] ) in the literature. We calculate and examine the ARL, the SDRL, the 1 st , 25 th , 50 th (MDRL), 75 th and the 99 th percentiles of the in-control run-length distribution using both the steady-state and the exact control limits. Finally, we examine the robustness of the traditional EWMA chart in situations when the mean and the variance of the underlying normal distribution are known (Case K) and when they are unknown (Case U).
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In the next section we give a detailed description of all the distributions used in our simulation study. In the following section we provide a very basic background on the EWMA control chart. Then, we present our results and finally we close with a summary and some recommendations in the last section.
Distributions investigated
The probability density functions (p. s ) are shown in Table 1 . The graphs of a number of the p.d.f.'s are displayed in Figure   1 to show the variety of distributional shapes considered. The following facts may be noted about the distributions used in our study:
i.
The uniform distribution is symmetric with lighter tails than the normal distribution.
ii.
The right triangular distribution is asymmetric, positively skewed and bounded below and above (unlike the gamma distribution which is unbounded above).
iii.
Student's t(v) distribution is normal-like (i.e. bell-shaped and symmetric) with heavier tails than the normal distribution; this distribution was selected since it can be very similar in appearance to the normal distribution iv.
The gamma distribution is positively skewed and is bounded below by zero; this distribution was chosen to study the effect of skewness and may occur when monitoring quality characteristics such as time until failure or breaking strength.
v.
The bi-modal distributions; frequently encountered in industrial practice (see e.g. Schilling and
Nelson, 1976) and may occur when several machines pool their output into a common stream. These distributions are constructed by mixing two normal distributions in different proportions. We considered the following:
a) The symmetric bi-modal distribution, formed by mixing equal proportions (50% to 50%) of a c) The contaminated normal (CN) distribution. This is a mixture distribution widely used in robustness/outlier studies (see e.g. [13] ) and can arise in situations where we observe a process that follows a standard normal distribution most of the time but occasionally follows a normal distribution with a larger variance. The CN distribution is widely used in the SPC literature, see for example, the recent papers of Alfaro et al. [1] and Sheu et al. [14] . In simple terms, the CN model implies that most of the data are "good" but there are occasional "outliers." Our interest is to see how sensitive the EWMA chart is to occasional outliers which may or may not occur due to assignable causes.
We considered two contaminated normal distributions:
Thus, the CN1 distribution has mean zero and a standard deviation of 1.483 whereas the CN2 distribution has mean zero but a variance of 2.439. Panel (f) in Figure 1 shows the differences in tail behaviours among the standard normal (dotted line), the ) 3 ( t (dot-dash line) and the CN2 (solid line) distributions. It is seen that the CN2 has significantly heavier tails than the standard normal whereas the ) 3 ( t is in-between the standard normal and the CN2 in terms of tail heaviness. Note that the heavier the tail of the distribution, the higher the chance of observing outliers. 
<
where i X is the current observation and the constant 1 0 £ < l is the smoothing parameter.
The exact control limits for the EWMA chart in Case K are 
When the in-control mean and standard deviation are unknown, they are typically estimated from an in-control Phase I sample (so-called reference or calibration sample) before prospective (i.e. online) monitoring starts in Phase II; this scenario is referred to as the "standards unknown" case and denoted
Case U. Note that, the Phase I sample is taken when the process was thought to operate in-control and without any special causes of concern (see e.g. [10] , page 199). The point estimates of the unknown incontrol mean and standard deviation (denoted by m and sˆ, respectively) are used to obtain the starting value 0 Z and substituted in equations (2) and (3) for the respective known parameter values to estimate the Phase II control limits of the traditional EWMA control chart for individual observations. The EWMA control chart statistic for individual observations in Case U is defined as
The estimated time-varying and steady-state control limits for Phase II applications in Case U are given
respectively.
The EWMA statistic i Z (defined in (1) and (4) for Case K and Case U, respectively) is plotted on a control chart with the UCL and the LCL given in (2) or (3) (or with the L C Uˆ and the L C Lˆ given in (5) or (6)). If a point plots on or outside the control limits, the chart signals and the process is declared outof-control (OOC) so that a search for assignable causes is started. In this paper we study the performance of the EWMA chart in Case K and in Case U under both sets of limits.
Typically, the EWMA chart is designed for a specified in-control ARL value and a magnitude of the anticipated shift by finding the combination of L and l that provides the desired in-control ARL and the shortest out-of-control ARL to detect that shift (see e.g. Montgomery [10 p . 411]). However, the determination of the charting parameters ) , ( L l , although an important consideration, is not the focus of this paper. Our objective is to investigate the in-control robustness of the EWMA chart in Case K and Case U, respectively, for the three pairs of charting parameters studied in BMR [5] (shown in Table 2 ), under the exact time-varying control limits and the steady-state limits under the sixteen distributions listed in Section 2.
< Table 2 here >
Results: Tables, Graphs and Discussion
The results concerning the robustness of the EWMA chart in Case K and Case U are studied and discussed separately in the next two sections. First we focus on Case K.
Standards known: Case K
In Case K the robustness of the EWMA chart are affected and depends on three factors:
The design parameters ( L , l ). Note that, these pairs of design parameters only guarantees an incontrol ARL of 370 if we use steady-state control limits.
The type of control limits i.e. whether we use the exact time-varying limits or the steady-state limits, and
The underlying distribution of the observations.
The run-length distribution of the EWMA chart was obtained via Monte Carlo simulations using 200,000 repetitions. The simulations were conducted according the following steps.
One of the 16 distributions (listed Table 1 ) and a pair of design parameters i.e. ) , ( L l , listed in Table 2 , are chosen.
The mean ( 0 m ) and the standard deviation ( 0 s ) of the chosen distribution are calculated according to the formulae provided in Table 1. iii.
The control limits are calculated according to equations (2) iv.
An individual observation, i X , is generated from the selected distribution and the plotting statistic, i Z , is calculated according to (1) with
, then a run-length counter is incremented.
vi.
; when this occurs, a signal is given and the run-length i.e. the time i , is recorded.
vii.
Steps (i) -(vi) are repeated until 200,000 iterations are completed.
The results of our simulation study are summarized in Table 3 and in Figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The columns of These two observations demonstrate that the EWMA chart in Case K is not nonparametric, that is, its in-control run-length distribution is not the same or nearly the same for all continuous distributions.
The rest of Table 3 is discussed further.
< Table 3 here>
For an alternative and perhaps a more appealing way to explain these results, we show Table 3 , for the CN1 distribution) and shorter IQR value (302 for CN1 from Table 3 ), which suggest a much higher number of false alarms. The situation gets worse with increasing variance (CN1 to CN2) with both the ARL and MDRL decreasing along with the IQR.
While Figure 2 makes an encouraging case for the EWMA chart for the Figure 3 paints a remarkably different picture for the pair
and the corresponding EWMA chart. The in-control run-length distributions are quite different (in location, scale and shape) for this chart for the majority of the underlying distributions, and the overall conclusion is that this particular EWMA chart is not robust to non-normality. The same general conclusion can be made for the EWMA chart corresponding to the pair ) Figure 4 where the severity of non-robustness is clearly obvious. An excessive number of false alarms will be expected under this chart for the t, gamma and the contaminated normal distributions. Some particular observations with respect to Figures 3 and 4 are:
The ARL and the spread/variability in the run-length decreases for all the t and the gamma distributions and for the asymmetric bi-modal distribution. This means that these EWMA charts will signal more false alarms than what would be typically expected under normality.
(ii) For the right triangular and the uniform distributions the converse is seen to happen, i.e. the ARL and the variability in the run-length increases. This would cause fewer false alarms than expected. Although a higher in-control ARL might seem favourable, it may lead to higher out-of-control ARL so that it would take longer to detect a change when a change occurs. are very similar to that with exact limits, taking a closer look at the actual values given in Table 3 , it becomes apparent that there is a difference between the performances of the EWMA chart based on the two types of limits. For example, for all of the three the ) , ( L l combinations and for any of the distributions, the values of the in-control run-length characteristics based on the exact limits are slightly smaller than those based on the steady-state limits. This seems reasonable since the exact limits are narrower at start-up and becomes wider and later approach the steady-state limits; so, the EWMA based on exact limits is more likely to signal incorrectly at start-up leading to a shorter overall run-length. Next we discuss our findings for Case U.
Standards unknown: Case U
Because estimates are substituted for the unknown parameter values in Case U, it is of interest to examine the effects of estimation on the Phase II run-length distribution and hence the performance and the robustness of the traditional EWMA chart. We examine this via five factors:
The design parameters ( L , l ): We again used the three combinations or pairs used in Case K and listed in Table 2 . Note that, these pairs of design parameters only guarantees an in-control ARL of 370 (in Case K) if we use steady-state control limits.
The type of control limits i.e. whether we use the exact time-varying limits or the steady-state limits.
iii. The underlying process distribution. Note that in order to study the in-control robustness of the EWMA control chart in Phase II applications it is important to assume/ensure that the Phase I and Phase II distributions are the same. If this is not the case, we can view the process as having encountered a change and hence to be OOC -this is not the focus of the present investigation.
For Phase II robustness study when parameters are estimated, we have focussed on the following It is important to stress that, given a pair of point estimators ( s m, ) calculated using an in-control
Phase I sample, we obtain the conditional run-length distribution and hence we observe the conditional performance of the EWMA chart. That is, the observed performance of the chart is based on that specific in-control Phase I sample. Thus, the (conditional) performance and the (conditional) run-length distribution will be different for each practitioner based on his/her own in-control Phase I sample.
Therefore the conditional performance does not give us complete insight in to the overall performance of the chart. In order to get an overall picture and a more general idea about the effects of parameter estimation, we study the unconditional run-length distribution; this unconditional distribution can be thought of the run-length distribution averaged over all possible values of the parameter estimators.
To obtain one observation from the conditional run-length distribution the following simulation algorithm was used: ii. An in-control Phase I sample of size ( m ) is simulated from the chosen distribution and then used to calculate the point estimates ( s m, ) and estimate the Phase II control limits according to equations (5) and (6).
iii. An individual Phase II observation, i X , is generated from the selected distribution (which is the same as the Phase I distribution) and the plotting statistic, i Z , is calculated according to (4) with the starting values taken as
Steps (iii) and (iv) are repeated until
; when this occurs, a signal is given and the run-length i.e. the time i, is recorded. This run-length is one observation from the conditional Phase II run-length as it depends on the in-control Phase I sample is simulated in (ii).
To obtain the unconditional run-length distribution and its associated characteristics (such as the The results in Case U lead to the following general observations:
The run-length distribution in Case U, like in Case K, is positively skewed; the ARL is larger than the MDRL,
In Case U the in-control SDRL is larger than the in-control ARL (in some cases much larger).
This is unlike the situation in Case K where the in-control SDRL is smaller than the in-control ARL (see Table 3 ). This clearly indicates that extra variability is introduced when then mean and the standard deviation are unknown and needs to be estimated.
In general, we can conclude that the unconditional Phase II run-length distribution in Case U is not the same as the run-length distribution in Case K (for the normal distribution).
For a more in-depth (yet concise) analysis of the simulation results of Case U, we focus on the unconditional in-control ARL in the interpretation and the comparison that follow; similar analysis can be done for any of other characteristics of the run-length distribution. These ARL comparisons are shown in Table 4 , which shows the percentage difference between the unconditional Phase II in-control ARL in
Case U and the nominal in-control ARL of 370. Here are two examples to illustrate the interpretation of the results in Table 4 : Table 4 ) than the nominal in-control ARL value of 370.
< Table 4 here>
From Table 4 , we observe that:
, in general, the in-control ARL in Case U is less than the nominal in-control ARL of 370 (i.e. the percentage differences are predominantly negative) except for the t(3) and the Gam(1,1) distributions where we observe the reverse, that is, the incontrol ARL in Case U is larger than 370 (i.e. the percentage differences are predominantly positive) when 4 c S is used as an estimator for the standard deviation; this is true for both types of control limits and both values of m. Thus, in general, we would expect more false alarms in Case U when using the design parameters 2.492) ,
, since most of the percentage differences are negative.
ii. For the pair 2.703) ,
, point i (as listed above) is again observed but we also see that for the N(0,1), the Right Triangular, the Uniform and the Symmetric bi-modal distributions the in-control ARL in Case U is larger than the nominal in-control ARL of 370 (i.e. the percentage differences are positive), specifically when using
as an e stim ator for the standard deviation.
iii. For the pair 2.86)
, in general, the in-control ARL in Case U is larger than the nominal in-control ARL of 370. Thus, in general, we expect less false alarms in Case U when
since most percentage differences are positive.
iv.
For the CN1 and the CN2 distributions, the in-control ARL in Case U is always less than the nominal in-control ARL of 370 (i.e. the percentage difference is always negative); this implies more false alarms for these two distributions no matter what design parameters, the value of m and the estimator we use for the unknown standard deviation. This is a big problem. 
Conclusions: Summary and Recommendations
We have taken a closer look at and done a more thorough examination of the in-control runlength distributions of three traditional exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) charts considered in BMR [5] , both in the standards known and unknown cases. The in-control robustness is crucial in the proper design and implementation of a control chart, without which its shift detection capability becomes questionable at best. Our results show that in general the traditional EWMA charts are neither nonparametric nor completely robust to all nonnormal distributions. In fact, even the best (in terms of in-control robustness) of the three EWMA charts in BMR [5] , the one with the smallest λ = 0.05, performs very poorly for the symmetric bi-modal or the contaminated normal distribution. It is seen that in the bi-modal case the number of false alarms is significantly less than the nominal whereas in the contaminated normal case, which is a model for occasional outliers, there is an excessive number of false alarms (significantly higher than the nominal) and the situation gets progressively worse as the variance of the unde rlying distribution incre ase s. Parame te r e stim ation (Case U) is also seen to affe ct the robustness of the traditional EWMA chart applied in Phase II. The larger the size of the in-control Phase I sample, from which the parameter estimates are obtained, the closer the performance of the EWMA Case U chart to that in Case K.
Although it appears that a traditional EWMA chart can be designed (tuned) for a specific application that is fairly robust to a violation of the underlying distributional assumptions, this is bound to be cumbersome and can not be entirely satisfactory. Also, the EWMA chart is seen to be more robust for smaller values of the smoothing parameter λ , but one concern about taking a value of λ too small is the so-called inertia problem (see, for example, Woodall and Mahmoud [19] ). These authors showed that "under a worst-case scenario, a sample mean more than 15 standard errors from the target value does not lead to an immediate out-of-control signal" while using the most robust traditional EWMA chart in BMR corresponding to λ = 0.05 and L = 2.492. The point is that the traditional EWMA chart, designed for the normal distribution, no matter how well tuned, may not perform satisfactorily (more false alarms) for all non-normal process distributions, particularly not for the heavier tailed, the contaminated and the bimodal distributions. Our advice is not to discontinue the use of the EWMA chart in practice; instead we suggest using caution against its over-use, particularly in situations where the (shape of the) underlying process distribution is not sufficiently known and occasional outliers are a concern. Since the EWMA chart is well-known to detect smaller shifts more effectively and yet its in-control robustness is somewhat of a concern from a practical standpoint, it may be useful to consider nonparametric adaptations of the EWMA (NPEWMA) charts, such as the ones considered in Amin et al. [2] . This work is currently inprogress and the results will be reported elsewhere. Note that although we consider only univariate EWMA charts in this paper, similar results are expected for the multivariate case Finally, our findings are relevant in all applications of traditional EWMA charts including the model-based or residual-based control charts (e.g. Apley et al. [3] ) where robustness is also a concern. (6) and the gamma distributions were also studied by BMR [5] . 
